Giant resistive switching in mixed phase BiFeO$_3$ via phase population control†
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Highly-strained coherent interfaces, between rhombohedral-like (R) and tetragonal-like (T) phases in BiFeO$_3$ thin films, often show enhanced electrical conductivity in comparison to non-interfacial regions. In principle, changing the population and distribution of these interfaces should therefore allow different resistance states to be created. However, doing this controllably has been challenging to date. Here, we show that local thin film phase microstructures (and hence R–T interface densities) can be changed in a thermodynamically predictable way (predictions made using atomistic simulations) by applying different combinations of mechanical stress and electric field. We use both pressure and electric field to reversibly generate metastable changes in microstructure that result in very large changes of resistance of up to 10$^{8}$%, comparable to those seen in Tunnelling Electro-Resistance (TER) devices.

The renaissance of interest in multiferroic research, evident over the last decade or so, has been almost exclusively centred around the perovskite oxide bismuth ferrite (BiFeO$_3$ or BFO). Initially, the room temperature magnetoelectric multiferroic properties seen in thin films were the dominant focus; subsequently, however, it became apparent that BFO had many additional striking properties, such as an extremely high spontaneous polarisation (of order 100 μC cm$^{-2}$), above band-gap photovoltaic behaviour$^3$ and domain walls that, at least in some cases, behave as pseudo-2D sheet conductors. More recently, researchers have been interested in the drastic effect that epitaxial constraint can have on the symmetry and crystal structure seen in BFO thin films.$^5$ Almost uniquely, under some epitaxial conditions and at specific film thicknesses, BFO films grow as mixtures of two rather different monoclinic symmetry states: one approximately tetragonal (T) and the other approximately rhombohedral (R). Interfaces between R and T regions are highly elastically strained, as the shapes, dimensions and orientations of the unit cells associated with the two phases are very different. Moreover, on transitioning from R to T, the orientation of polarisation with respect to the thin film surface changes distinctly. Strong strain and polarisation differences, combined with the fact that the films are in a mixed R–T phase space, should result in profound property malleability or plasticity. Changes in the surrounding thermodynamic environment are therefore expected to alter the relative proportion of R and T states resulting in large effects on both film surface topography and out-of-plane polarisation. Indeed, the presence of what appears to be a strain-driven morphotropic-phase boundary in BFO is directly responsible for numerous novel functional properties such as enhanced spontaneous magnetization$^6$ (confined to the R phase) and piezoelectricity,$^7$–$^9$ a shape-memory effect, and electrical conduction along mixed-phase interfaces.$^{10}$–$^{12}$

A key requirement for exploiting the functional properties of mixed phase systems in BFO is precise deterministic
control of the relative population and distribution of the R–T phases and the boundaries that separate them. In this work, we experimentally demonstrate how localized stress and electric fields can be used to inject and erase conductive boundaries in an epitaxially strained thin film of BFO through alteration of the mixed-phase population in a reversible and complementary manner. The observed phase competition and its control using applied external fields are both found to be consistent with energy-based effective Hamiltonian simulations. Indeed, our modelling predicts phase ratios for the entire range of experimental parameters including epitaxial strain, uniaxial stress and electrical fields. A direct comparison between theoretical predictions and experimental results illustrates the potential of the developed understanding in allowing complete deterministic control of the mixed phase microstructure and, by extension, the overall functional response of the BFO. By controlling mixed phase populations using electrical bias and nanoscale stress, we have demonstrated a resistive switch device which exhibits a maximum “ON-OFF” resistance ratio of up to six orders of magnitude ($10^8$%). This is comparable to the remarkable resistance changes seen in Tunneling Electroresistance (TER) devices, but at much greater ferroic film thicknesses.

**Stress-induced injection of conductive boundaries in strained BiFeO$_3$**

We have examined stress-induced injection of conductive R–T boundaries in a 50 nm thick epitaxially strained BiFeO$_3$ film grown on a single crystal LaAlO$_3$ (LAO) substrate with a 5 nm buffer layer of (La,Sr)CoO$_3$ (LSCO) to act as the bottom electrode. A region of the film with native mixed phase microstructure was switched to the T-state, through application of $-4$ V. Subsequently, stress was applied to a part of this area, through the AFM probe, resulting in the creation of R-phase needles as seen in topographic images in Fig. 1a–c. Conducting atomic force microscopy (c-AFM) measurements were performed on the native state as well as after both electrical switching and local pressure application using a DC voltage below the ferroelectric coercive field. Comparison of the conductive response (Fig. 1d–f) following the application of each respective stimulus shows evidence of negligible current registered within the native state or the electrical field-written T-phase dominated microstructure. Substantially increased current is observed, however, in the regions of newly formed R-phase needle structures nucleated through localised stress application. Systematic stress-induced writing of four

![Fig. 1](image) Stress injection of conductive boundaries in mixed phase strained BiFeO$_3$ thin films. (a) AFM topography images collected from a single area showing the mixed phase as grown film, an electrically-written T-phase region (b) and a subsequently stress-written mixed phase region (c), respectively. In the top and bottom panels, R-phase needles can be seen as the dark striations. Corresponding c-AFM measurements of the initial mixed-phase state (d), electrically-written T-phase (e) and stress-written mixed phase regions (f), respectively show that the initial and the purely T-phase written region is non-conducting whereas significantly increased currents on the order of tens of pA are observed in the regions populated by the stress-written R-phase needles. (g, h) Systematic stress-induced writing of four conductive regions in a previously bias-written state illustrates the reliability of the approach towards writing of conductive states in the film.
conductive regions in a previously bias-written state (Fig. 1g and h) illustrates the reliability of the approach towards writing conductive areas in the film. Higher resolution c-AFM mapping reveals that the highest currents are observed at the R/T boundaries in agreement with earlier reports in similar systems.\textsuperscript{10,11} The stress-induced conduction observed at the R/T boundaries is found to be stable over time and does not decay over a period of several days. Focused-ion-beam cut cross-sections, taken from both as-grown and stress-written regions (see ESI†), were analysed using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and nanobeam electron diffraction (NBED) to investigate the in-plane crystallographic deformation of the BFO film across the interfaces between the R- and T-phases. The data confirms the epitaxial nature of the BFO film where the as-grown T-phase shows an in-plane lattice parameter of 0.371 nm in comparison to the in-plane pseudo-cubic lattice constant of 0.379 nm for the substrate LAO, values which are consistent with existing literature.\textsuperscript{5,15} The interfaces in the stress-induced regions are found to be significantly more abrupt with rapid changes in the in-plane crystallography between the two phases and a notable enhancement in the associated strain gradients. It has previously been rationalized that the bandgap in BFO is controlled by the degree of O 2p and Fe 3d orbital overlap and hence by the Fe–O–Fe bond angle.\textsuperscript{11,16} Therefore, rapid changes in the unit cell dimensions – as observed from the increased strain changes at the R/T interfaces here – are likely to lead to increased orbital overlap by a straightening of the aforementioned bond angle and thus a reduction of the bandgap. Another possible origin of the enhanced conductivity at interfaces is migration of O vacancies to the newly created strained interfaces, introducing defect energy levels into the bandgap.\textsuperscript{17} Since the conduction is confined to the stress-written R/T boundaries, their injection and removal using different stimuli in a precise manner provides a novel reversible approach to controlling the resistive state of the film. Such control using electric field and nanoscale stress is demonstrated below.

**Dual control of R/T phases via selective application of stress or electric fields**

The strained BFO film can be reversibly driven between T-phase and R-phase rich microstructures through the application of either electric field or stress,\textsuperscript{18} respectively. To illustrate the change in phase behaviour, Fig. 2 shows the topography in a 2 × 2 μm region under the application of local bias and stress. It should be noted that the initial microstructure is comprised of both the R phase and T phase, where topography mapping reveals banded needle-like R phase structures within a T phase matrix. Application of –3 V dc bias through a conducting AFM probe triggers reorganization of the ferroelectric domain structure into a locally T phase-dominated region. Subsequent application of a force of 750 nN (corresponding to an estimated 1.8 GPa of stress) to the same area, causes the affected region to again become populated with needle-like structures associated with the R phase. It was shown in Fig. 1 that the interfaces of such stress-induced phases are conducting and that, in effect, the stress results in the injection of conducting boundaries in the scanned region. Crucially, the

**Fig. 2** Reversible dual control of R/T phases in epitaxially strained BFO via selective application of stress or electric fields. (a) Topography and accompanying schematic cross-section of the initial state of the film, where regions of R phase are observable as banded needle-like structures (dark) within a flat T phase matrix (bright), (b) after application of –3 V dc through the tip to the region marked by the dashed white lines and (c) after subsequent tip-application of a 750 nN loading force to the same region. The bias application drives the films into a T-dominated state while stress increases the R-phase population in the subjected region. The competition between the phases can be reversibly controlled by the selective application of the two stimuli.
observed transformation behavior is seen to be reversible and the chosen region can be switched between T- and R-dominated microstructures by the application of electric field or pressure application, as required. The repeatability of changes in microstructure is highlighted in the ESI† along with Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM) imaging to confirm the ferroelectric nature of the electrically/mechanically-written regions. These results illustrate the viability of changing the mixed phase microstructure as a means to systematically tune the local functional response (electrical conduction in particular). However, to establish full deterministic control of the resulting phase populations, greater fundamental insight was needed.

**Effective Hamiltonian calculations evaluating the phase competition under applied stimuli as a function of misfit strain**

Theoretical calculations were expected to provide insight into the interplay of phase co-existence in mixed phase systems with applied stimuli. In this context, density functional calculations and phase field simulations have previously been used to suggest that a critical misfit strain separates the stability of T and R phases in epitaxially strained BiFeO₃ thin films.¹⁹–²¹ These calculations have been used to evaluate the dependence of heterophase polydomains²² as well as the competition between the phases with increasing misfit strains.²³ While such calculations can predict the equilibrium mixed phase states that develop as a function of misfit strain, the extent to which application of external fields can further alter the phase distribution has not been analysed. We have hence used a first-principles-based effective Hamiltonian technique, developed by Prosandeev et al.,²⁴ to consider the energy of separate cells of the T phase and R phase under different thermodynamic conditions of applied electric field, applied uniaxial stress and biaxial epitaxial constraint. To begin with, the simulations calculate the energy of each phase as a function of epitaxial misfit strain, as shown in Fig. 3a, demonstrating a competition between the two phases in a BFO film. At the highest misfit strains, the calculations confirm that the highly-strained T phase has lower energy (as expected) and is thus stabilized, while at intermediate strains the energy of the two phases becomes comparable, leading to a coexistence of the two phases. The energy curves were then calculated under varying combinations of applied stress and electric field to estimate the phase competition under the different external stimuli. For the studied film grown on (001) LaAlO₃, the energy of the T and R phases are comparable, with the R phase slightly lower, when no external fields are applied. Under applied fields, the calculations suggest that the T phase should be stabilised by electrical bias application while the R phase should be stabilised by mechanical stress, as depicted in the cartoon in Fig. 3b and c. This is in good agreement with the experimental observations shown in Fig. 2. In the calculations, application of an electric field, E, results in reduction of total energy [\(E_{\text{tot}}\)] by a term of the form \(P|E|\), where \(P\) is the polarisation. On the other hand, application of uniaxial stress \(\sigma\) along the [001] pseudo-cubic direction on the film results in an increase of the total energy by a term of the form \(\sigma|S_3|\), where \(S_3\) corresponds to the stress component along the [001] direction of the simulated cell. As the T phase possesses higher spontaneous polarization, the increase in \(P\) as a result of the switch from the R phase to the T phase results in a net reduction in total energy and therefore stabilizes T phase under applied electric field. In an analogous manner, application of uniaxial stress makes the R phase the energetically favoured state due to its smaller axial ratio in comparison to the T phase.

An appealing feature of the calculated energy curves under applied stimuli is that they enable prediction of the relative mixed phase populations using the common tangent method which is regularly employed in the analysis of mixed phase regions in conventional phase diagrams.²³ The “leverage rule” can then be applied to estimate the relative fractions of each phase; usually this is done at a fixed global composition,²⁵,²⁶ but here it is done at a fixed value in misfit strain: the relative proportion of R and T phases are calculated by drawing a common tangent for each pair of energy curves (Fig. 3d) and then applying the lever rule, in the form

\[ S_i = x_T S_T + x_R S_R, \]

where \(S_i\) is a strain value chosen between limiting values of \(S_T\) and \(S_R\) (the strains where the tangent intersects the energy curves) and \(x_T\) and \(x_R\) are the fractional phase populations. The calculations are then expanded to a broader range of applied stresses, electric fields and misfit strains, where each set of energy curves allows prediction of the mixed phase population under the chosen set of thermodynamic variables. Fig. 3e depicts these results in the form of a 3-dimensional diagram with the three axes defined by misfit strain, uniaxial stress and electric field, respectively (for details, see ESI†). It should be noted that the stress and electric field are external variables that can be manipulated freely while the misfit strain is dictated by the choice of substrate. Every point in this diagram represents the relative ratio of the two phases for the selected set of thermodynamic variables. The limiting cases are seen at the two extremes of the diagram, which predict mostly R phase at low values of misfit strain, high applied uniaxial stress and zero applied field, while mostly T phase is expected to dominate at large misfit strains, large applied electric fields and zero applied uniaxial stress.

Discrete 2D sections of the diagram taken perpendicular to the vertical axis, shown in Fig. 3f, map the relative phase populations for constant values of misfit strain and represent the behaviour predicted for the mixed phase microstructures when grown on different substrates. For the specific case of the studied 50 nm thick BFO film grown on LAO, a mixed phase microstructure with 52% R and 48% T phases is expected in the absence of other applied fields. However, the proportion of R
phase can be reduced to a predicted 33%, through application of an electric field of $4 \times 10^8$ V m$^{-1}$, or conversely increased to 70% under 4 GPa of uniaxial stress. The diagram thus clearly illustrates the pliable nature of the BFO microstructure under equilibrium: application of uniaxial stress is seen to cause a monotonic increase in the proportion of R phase, while conversely, increasing electric field causes a monotonic increase in the proportion of T phase. Any functionality (e.g. conduction) associated with the generated mixed phase microstructure can thus also be directly controlled via external fields.

**Direct comparison of experimental dual-control mixed-phase microstructure with corresponding theoretical predictions**

The theoretical predictions for the effects of applied field variables on the mixed phase populations for a given misfit strain were tested on the BiFeO$_3$/LSMO/LSAO heterostructures discussed above. For each set of values of uniaxial stress and electric field, the ratio of the R/T phase in the resulting microstructure has been experimentally determined and compared with the predicted values (Fig. 4). A large representative area of the film ($18 \times 18$ $\mu$m$^2$) was chosen and subdivided into a grid ($3 \times 3$ $\mu$m$^2$) such that the initial phase proportion within each square sub-region was similar. Starting from one end, the electric field and uniaxial stress were increased in discrete steps from one sub-region to the next and the resulting topography of each square sub-region was recorded. The topography for each sub-region was numerically analyzed and the resulting R phase content was estimated. The results were plotted on a 3 dimensional grid plot (Fig. 4e) where the stress is stepwise varied between 0 and 3.6 GPa and the electric field is increased simultaneously in steps between 0 to $2 \times 10^8$ V m$^{-1}$. This plot is then compared to the theoretical estimates calculated from effective Hamiltonian calculations for a similar range of variables (Fig. 4f). Under initial examination, higher levels of experimentally applied stress coupled with minimal electric...
fields are seen to induce a number of new R phase needles to appear as well as enlargement of pre-existing needles, as particularly evident in the enlarged topographic region shown in Fig. 4c. For intermediate values of stress and electric fields, monotonic competition between the two phases is experimentally observed and is consistent with the theoretical predictions. Under further increased electric field, the effect of applied stress appears to diminish until the resulting topography becomes mostly T phase dominated (Fig. 4d). A good overall match in trends of behaviour between the experiments and energy based analysis is observed in the two grid-plots, compared directly in Fig. 4e–f; as can be seen, the theoretical calculations have been especially effective in evaluating the monotonic increase in the proportion of R phase in the intermediate regions of bias and stress. The correlation between theory and experiment, under combined application of stress and electric field is promising for the general validity of this approach in evaluating deterministic dual control in such mixed-phase microstructures. It is worth mentioning that the calculations consider equilibrium when the uniaxial stress and electric fields are applied, but the experiments measure resultant microstructures after the fields have been applied and removed. The correlation between prediction and observation hence strongly suggests that the microstructure developed under the applied fields is largely maintained (in a metastable configuration) once the fields have been removed.

Some deviations are observed in the limiting cases of highest stress and large electric fields (Fig. 4e–f). These deviations could arise from several factors ranging from an underestimate of the applied stress, surface area based analysis of phase populations (instead of volume-based estimates⁵), limiting kinetics in microstructural development (such that equilibrium is not achieved) and the fact that experiments observe microstructures after the removal of the applied fields. Nevertheless, the overall agreement in the trends in microstructural development found in experiment and predicted through theoretical calculations demonstrates the obvious potential for deterministic control of structural reorganisation of mixed phase microstructures by changing the applied fields.

Fig. 4 Direct comparison of experimental writing of mixed-phase R/T microstructure employing ‘dual control’ with the corresponding theoretical predictions. Topography of 50 nm thick BFO thin film grown on LAO (a) before and (b) after carrying out the dual control experiment where varying levels of stress and bias are applied simultaneously. Highlighted panels are enlarged in (c) and (d). Numerical estimations of the R- and T-phase populations under applied fields are also shown in (e) resulting in an experimental map with estimated stress and electric field as the two axes, which can then be compared with (f) corresponding theoretical predictions. For intermediate values of stress and electric fields, monotonic competition between the two phases is experimentally observed consistent with the theoretical predictions.
Demonstration of a proof-of-concept resistive switch based on reversible control of conductive boundaries

The conductive interfaces between the injected mixed phase boundaries can be reversibly switched on and off by manipulation of the associated microstructure: the introduction of significant amounts of R-phase is associated with high R–T boundary densities and hence high electrical conduction, while T-phase dominated microstructures lack R–T boundaries. While small currents of the order of few pA are typically observed at individual R–T boundaries, a microscopic probe should create a large number of such interfaces acting in parallel, resulting in large currents upon the application of stress. Conversely, the removal of the R-phase through application of bias is expected to remove these large currents thereby giving rise to large on–off ratios between the two states. A proof-of-concept microscopic resistive switching device based on reversible control of the conductive boundaries in mixed phase BiFeO$_3$ was therefore investigated, using the geometry illustrated in Fig. 5a. Pt top electrodes approximately 100 nm thick and 25 µm in diameter were deposited on the BiFeO$_3$ film. Using the LSCO bottom electrode, $I$–$V$ characteristics of the capacitor were measured between the electrodes in a two-probe setup using a conductive tungsten microprobe with a diameter comparable to the Pt electrode.

The top–bottom electrode geometry provides an out-of-plane analogue to the in-plane conductive domain wall-based memristor$^4$ where the number of conductive channels defines the resistive state of the capacitor. Stress was applied to the film through the top electrode via the microprobe (estimated to be around 1 GPa for ∼1 s) to drive the microstructure into an R-rich state and the bias was applied to the bottom electrode for a few seconds to switch the microstructure to a T-rich state. Following each stress and biasing cycle, the $I$–$V$ response of the film was recorded between 0 and 2 V, with the maximum value of probe voltage being chosen to avoid any switching of states. Before the application of stress and bias cycles, the as-grown film shows low leakage current of the order of <1–2 pA which is removed through application of switching voltage as shown in Fig. 5b. Upon the application of stress (Fig. 5c), a remarkable increase in the current up to several µA is observed. This represents a six orders of magnitude increase (10$^6$% over the insulating T-phase rich state) and a giant resistive switching response. The large current is then turned off through application of a switching voltage for a few seconds which drives the film into a T-rich state. In this state, the film shows no observable current. The stress and bias cycles were repeated several times to demonstrate that the resistive state of the film switches repeatedly and the large current response returns upon the application of microscopic stress. The presence and retention of this large resistive switching response within the material is thus reversible and non-volatile (see ESI† for retention and cyclability of the stress induced conducting state and bias induced resistive state), with switching between the two states obtained through a repeated cycle of electric field and stress application. Further precise control of the microscopic applied stress facilitated by full automation (future work) is envisioned to achieve a wide range of conductive states. Our simple proof-of-concept device demonstrates a promising opportunity for microscopic control.

Fig. 5 Demonstration of a proof-of-concept resistive switch based on reversible control of R–T conductive boundaries with large on–off conductance ratio. (a) Schematic illustration of the Pt–BiFeO$_3$–LSCO–LaAlO$_3$ setup used to measure $I$–$V$ characteristics between top (Pt) and bottom (LSCO) electrodes after application of bias and stress to the film. (b) The as grown sample prior to stress application shows pA levels of current whereas in (c), after application of stress, there is an increase in the current by six orders of magnitude which can be reset through the subsequent application of bias. Therefore the observed current within epitaxially strained BiFeO$_3$ can be controlled repeatedly through a combination of bias and stress application via nucleation and erasing of the R- and T-phases and associated boundaries to achieve up to 10$^6$% increase in conductance of the studied film. The inset in (c) shows the same current–voltage response on the logarithmic scale after application of stress and bias respectively.
of the mixed phase microstructure via applied external stimuli and thus facilitates control of the resistive state of the film. This could be further exploited towards more complex resistance-change based devices and/or sensors.

In summary, we have demonstrated deterministic and reversible control of mixed ferroelectric phases and subsequent tuning of the conductive properties of the interfaces between these structures by selective application of stress and electrical fields. Theoretical free-energy based calculations provide excellent insight into the experimentally observed behavior and also yield a quantitative framework to predict modifications of mixed phase populations where electric field, stress and misfit strain can be used as independent handles to control the final microstructure. Reasonable correlation between experiments and theoretical predictions shows the clear potential for fully deterministic control of the mixed phase microstructure. By employing electrical bias and nanoscale stress, reversible control has been achieved creating a microscopic resistive switching device exhibiting a maximum current modulation ratio (I_{on}/I_{off}) of 10^{9}%. Beyond mixed phase ferroelectrics, we envisage that such combinatorial manipulations of mixed phase systems via external fields could have broader implications for tuning their functional behaviour in general.

Experimental methods

Thin film processing

Epitaxial BFO thin films of thickness ~50 nm were grown using the pulsed laser deposition technique on (001)-oriented LAO substrates with bottom LSCO electrodes of 5 nm thicknesses. Details of the sample preparation technique have been reported elsewhere.27

Mechanical and electrical writing

The mechanical and electrical writing as well as imaging of the resulting topography and domain structure was carried out using a Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM system with a Nanoscope IIIa controller. The mechanical writing was performed by increasing the deflection set-point (i.e. the cantilever deflection voltage maintained by the atomic force microscope feedback loop proportional to the applied force or stress) to a Pt-coated Si tip (Nanosensors PPP-EFM) while scanning. From a combination of force–distance measurements and subsequent tuning methods, the spring constant was found to be 2.8 N m^{-1}. Each 1 V of deflection setpoint from the tip corresponds to a loading force of about 150 nN.

Conducting atomic force microscopy measurements

Conductivity measurements were undertaken with a c-AFM application module (TUNA, Veeco Instruments), with current-amplification settings set to 10 pA V^{-1}. All data was acquired by applying 2.4 V DC sample bias under ambient conditions at room-temperature, with all c-AFM measurements made immediately after electrical and mechanical switching.

Current–voltage (I–V) measurements

Microscopic I–V measurements were undertaken through use of the c-AFM application module (TUNA, Veeco Instruments), applying a 0–2 V ramp. Macroscopic resistive switching I–V measurements were obtained through a conventional two-probe set up in contact with 100 nm thick Pt surface electrodes and utilising a Keithley voltage source applying a 0–2 V ramp.

Electron microscopy

Cross sections were prepared by standard protocols using an FEI Helios Nanolab 460f1. STEM was performed on a C2 corrected FEI Titan operated at 300 kV. NBED was performed with a convergence semiangle α = 0.5 mrad. Strain was quantified from NBED patterns using a dedicated script developed by CEA, Grenoble.
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